Advance Manufacturing Transformation Center

Facility Unique Offerings

The Advance Manufacturing Transformation Center (AMTC)

- One-Stop advance manufacturing eco-system
- Showcase of cutting-edge digitalization technology
- One-stop additive manufacturing network (global)
- Technology (co-creation) development environment
- Niche consultancy & training
- Product prototyping & low volume production (3D Printing)
- Smart Industry Readiness Index (SIRI) assessment center

Membership Profile: Partner

- Industrial equipment & machinery provider for advance manufacturing
- Equipment provider in the additive manufacturing production line such as printers, robotics, CNC, AGVs
- Keen to access ASEAN manufacturing markets

Your Privileges

- Showcasing equipment in an operational advance manufacturing environment
- Access to Members (Industry)
- Access to cutting-edge industrial software products
- Adoption of own product technologies
- Be part of the Additive Manufacturing Network (AM Network)
- Access to a fully Integrated & Operational Advance Manufacturing production line
- Members’ rates for network of suppliers (e.g. AM equipment, materials, certifications)
- Access to Advance Technology Training (through partner networks)
- Access to operational Siemens Model Factory Sites

WHY JOIN Advance manufacturing transformation center

Restricted

For general enquiry or more information please email: infoadvancemanufacturing.sg@siemens.com
**Membership Profile: Industry**

- Industrial Production & Manufacturing Facilities
- Vision of automating & digitalizing in-house production facilities
- Aspiring to transition & transform to latest advance manufacturing technologies
- Achieve competitive advantage in manufacturing
- Achieve better production efficiency and yield
- Optimize and implement new product design

**Your Privileges**

- Tailored and customized transformation & transition journeys
- Access to latest cutting-edge industrial software products
- Be part of the Additive Manufacturing Network (AM Network)
- Access to Industry Experts (3D design consultants, manufacturing design consultancy)
- Access to certified Additive Manufacturing Services Bureaus (Certified AS9100, NADCAP)
- Access to a fully Integrated & Operational Advance Manufacturing production line
- Access to Industrial Additive Manufacturing equipment (PBF, SLM, DED, FDM etc.)
- Hands-on training on advance manufacturing lines for in-house production transition
- Access to operational Siemens Model Factory Sites
- Members’ rates for AMTC network of suppliers (e.g. AM Equipment, raw materials, certifications)
- Access to Advance Technology Training (through partner networks)

**Membership Profile: Auxiliary**

- Academic Institutions (Tertiary & Technical)
- Facilitating workforce skills upgrade
- Seeking exposure to cutting-edge advance manufacturing technologies
- Adoption of industry best practices
- Companies supporting the industry providing services (Certification, Services Bureau, Testing etc.)

**Your Privileges**

- Hands-on experience on advance manufacturing lines
- Access to operational Siemens Model Factory Sites
- Access to Advance Technology Training (through partner networks)
- Access to latest cutting-edge industrial software products
- Access to Industry Experts (3D design consultants, manufacturing design consultancy)
- Access to a fully Integrated & Operational Advance Manufacturing production line
- Access to Industrial Additive Manufacturing equipment (PBF, SLM, DED, FDM etc.)
- Access to industry forums organized at AMTC
- Industrial Attachment

**Contact us!**

Advance Manufacturing Transformation Center (AMTC)

For general enquiry, please email: infoadvancemanufacturing.sg@siemens.com